There was once a group of friends who lived in a small village in the north of Scotland. They loved living
there because they had a lot of freedom to do what they liked; their parents trusted them and knew
they wouldn't do anything dangerous. The village had a few houses in the centre where some of them
lived and other dwellings scattered around the edge.
They all seemed normal but they all were very special but they didn't quite know that yet . One of the
boys were 10 going 11, was very special. He could make things move with his mind and he could solve a
questions that even the greatest sciences couldn't solve.......... His name was Gordon. One dinner time,
when he was just a tiny little baby, he made his mothers plate fly right were he was sitting. His parents
were astonished they couldn't believe what happened right before their very eyes! He is special because
he is a sorcerer but he never learned how to make magical spells yet but he can make potions with the
help of others since he is older know he still can't make very good potions but he can make perfume and
other things like that.

There was a young girl who was 7 years old who was a special child because....... at the age of 2 she
could talk just like an adult. Her parents didn't notice a thing. The small girl was called Emily, she had a
brother called Mathew. Her parents didn't like her very much they liked her brother much more. Emily
father owned a shop that fixed cars and he was the best in the town. Her brother Mathew was 13.
Mathew had the power to heal but he hadn't concord working it fully yet. Emily and Mathew had a
special bond. They lived on Charles Street number 1, close to Kingston Street.
Their is a boy who lives in Kingston Street who lived in number 3 his name is Stevo, he since he was little
he had a strange feeling that he couldn't understand. When he was 4 years he realized he could make
lava blocks, water blocks and torches. Then when he got older he realized he could make more things
like beds, ovens, wood and tons of other materials. He was living near to three kids that were all friends

in the time he was in America he learned how to control his power which will come in handy to help
Gordon, Emily and Mathew how to use there powers too.Stevo is special because when he was a baby
he could interact with his dads game Minecraft he could make castles, he could also make cottages and
he would be so stressed he would stay up all night trying to fix it and Stevo was also a wizard ever since
he was born with just the click of his fingers (which took a lot of learning)but in the end he did learn.
One day when Emily, Gordon, Mathew and Stevo were out playing at Gordon's house then they found a
giant hole behind the only tree in the garden. When Gordon found it he was very curious and searched
up on his computer something unknown. The others were wanting to see where it led to. So they were
scared uncase they couldn't get out. Then Gordon was finished on the computer he shouted "I HAVE AN
IDEA!" he said we could make a ladder then climb down and then if we couldn't get back up without it
then that's out solution. So they got all the sticks and string they could find and after one hour they
finished making the ladder, they climbed down one by one down into the dark hole.
Stevo made a torch out of wood and fire, we got a box of matches and found stick then rubbed them
together. They all set off through the tunnel with Stevo's torch. It seemed like the tunnel went on
forever, it was a twisty tunnel. Everyone's legs were sore as the made into a big space which had
nothing in it. They sat down on the mucky concrete floor. As soon as they sat down they heard a the
sound, at first it sounded like rain coming down really softly from the sky. Then the sound got louder,
and louder and sounded like a thunderstorm .
Emily said to Mathew "what is that noise?", "I could be a thunderstorm!" said Gordon. "I'm scared
Mathew!" said Emily. They were all frightened but it was only Emily who admitted it. "Emily we will get
out of here soon, I promise!" said Gordon. Then the noise came closer and closer then out came a giant
tribe of hairy, smelly, monsters. Emily screamed "AAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!" lets get out of here. The
monsters came closer and closer, they were trapped. "Please don't hurt us!" screamed Gordon. It was a
very scary monster! "He said I'm going to eat you" one of the monster growled. "RUN!" shouted
Mathew. They ran as fast as their legs could carry them, they ran through the twisty tunnel, none of
them dared to look behind them. The monsters were gaining up on them, the footsteps were getting
louder and louder. They were breathing hard, the monsters were gaining on them. The monster said
who is going to defeat me shouted the monster. Gordon said I will challenge you.
But then Emily stopped and went towards the giant scary monsters and were high fiving them. "EMILY
what are you doing?"shouted Gordon. Emily ignored them, They sat down and started to play with her.
Then the gang made the hole their den. Then Emily remembered a hole she spotted earlier she led boys
to the hole they went through the hole and it was very vast. Then Stevo spotted the ladder he made and
they all managed to scramble up the ladder before it fell to the cold dust floor with a BANG! "whoops"
said Stevo, must of been made of a really heavy string in the ladder. "I need to make a new ladder but
maybe out of metal!" said Stevo.
Mathew had to carry Emily because had fainted since it was so dusty in the hole. Gordon spoke "That’s
real strange because we went into the hole in broad of daylight!" Mathew and Stevo set off home.
Emily still unconscious was rushed to the near by hospital still being carried by Mathew he was scared to
take her home in case she was in real trouble so he phoned his parents when they got to Oxford hospital
turns out she had got a bad injure on her ankle and breathed in some of the dust from the hole which
got to her brain the doctor said she had a lucky escape because she could of have brain damage.

Emily was in hospital for three weeks and got to come out for 3 hours each day, her family got long
visiting hours. Emily got a giant bag of pan drops to have as it was her favourite sweetie and some coca
cola (which was her favourite drink). She was in a long bed in a bed sheet with butterflies and flowers on
it. She was enjoying staying in the hospital but looking forward to getting home. Emily had all her friends
over when it was visiting hours. She had a hoist on her foot with her ankle and foot casted up.

A few days after the incident Gordon Skyped Emily (from the hospital) Mathew and Stevo (from Stevo's
house) "Hi Emily, Mathew and Stevo my man" said Gordon in a cheerful voice we haven't met up in a
while Gordon was interrupted by a loud voice " Gordon do you want some cookies? Who are you talking
to?" said Gordon's mam "no one mam sorry guys got to go" said Gordon meet me at the park at 5 okay
. "Sorry no can do, I have brain therapy!" said Emily "Therapy Emily therapy" said Stevo "Yes Stevo!"
replied Emily in a stern voice.
Mathew went to the hospital quickly because he wanted to see Emily really badly they didn't get a very
long visiting time yesterday. When he got to the hospital he checked room 101 were Emily was and she
wasn't there so then he headed to reception to ask which room were Emily was in and she said they
moved her this morning to room 67 he went up the stairs to the 50 and 60 section and found room 67
knocked quietly and a heard familiar voice, It was Emily he walked in the room and the he saw not just
Emily but Gordon and Stevo too. Gordon was entertaining her by making her teddy float and do a little
puppet show and dancing about in the air. Emily was chuckling her little face turning red it was really
cheering her up .
When the puppet show was over, then Mathew had an idea, "how about all of us put our powers
together and make a potion to make Emily better" he exclaimed. "that would be great, then I wouldn't
be in hospital and therapy" said Emily relieved. So that’s what they did, they went to their den and made
the potion. Then they rushed back to the hospital with the potion dripping out of the bottle and then
when they got to Emily's room then she drank a tiny drip of the poison and then poured the rest on her
ankle and put some on her forehead.
After a couple of minutes of waiting she started raising into the air. When she went down they were
sure that she wasn't going to float in front of the doctor or the nurse, in case they want to take her
away, Gordon went to reception to tell them to announce for one of the Doctor to come to the room
and see Emily.
When the doctors came to see Emily then she was all better. She got to leave hospital and go back to
They all played in their den and with the scary monsters who were in fact not so scary as they thought.
so they called them the friendly monsters. Everyone loved playing in their den because they could play
tag and hide and boo. On the plus side they had giant monsters to guard the den.
They got up to many more adventures with the friendly monsters and got up to much more trouble with
their specialties.

